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ESSENTIAL SOLUTIONS™ MISTS
A Mist For Every Mood
Essential oil mists for your everyday needs. Use freely 
in your space or on your body. Formulated for your 
benefit!

Tested & Verified For Purity
Each essential oil goes through GC/MS testing to ensure 
quality. One-hundred percent purity guaranteed!

Reusable Bottle
Reuse each bottle by refilling with our Essential 
Soltuions™ 0.5 oz concentrated blends. Formula 
included on the back of the label.

No Synthetic Ingredients
Each mist contains unique blends of 100% pure 
essential oils. No synthetic ingredients here!

Not Tested On Animals
As with all of our products, these mists 
were never tested on animals.

Approved TSA Travel Size
The 2 oz. bottle makes these mists portable and 
perfect for travel. Hooray for aromatherapy on the go!

1.800.669.3275



ESSENTIAL SOLUTIONS™ MISTS 
formulated for your benefit!

2.0 fl. oz. Mists   1.5”W x 5.25”H x 1.5”D

CHILL PILL
Chill out with this calming blend 
of lavender, citrus and patchouli to 
diffuse anger, quiet arguments and 
create harmony. Don’t let road rage 
get the best of you — just chill...

188655
UPC 0-51381-88655-4

COOL HOTTIE 
Cool down and take the edge off 
an agitated state with this balancing 
blend of calming lavender and cooling 
peppermint. A quick boost and you’ll be 
back to being balanced in no time!

188656
UPC 0-51381-88656-1

FIRST RESPONSE
Get a boost with this cleansing blend of 
tea tree, eucalyptus and citrus to purify 
surfaces and the atmosphere around 
you. Perfect for travel!

188657
UPC 0-51381-88657-8

PANIC BUTTON
Calm and center yourself with this 
focusing blend of lavender, neroli 
and petitgrain to relax, calm fears 
and keep a level head. No need to 
hit the panic button!

188658
UPC 0-51381-88658-5

PEP TALK 
Put some pep in your step with this 
energizing blend of cardamom, peppermint 
and citrus to clear the cobwebs, inspire 
decision making and dissipate the doldrums. 
Perk up with Pep Talk!

188659
UPC 0-51381-88659-2

PILLOW POTION
Settle into bed with this soothing blend 
of lavender, yarrow and hops to quiet your 
mind and settle your senses. Arise from 
dream time refreshed and ready for life!

188654
UPC 0-51381-88654-7

Aura Cacia, saved the following resources by using 484 pounds of Primavera Gloss, made with 80% recycled

fiber and  60% post-consumer waste, elemental chlorine free and manufactured with electricity that is offset

with Green-e® certified renewable energy certificates: 3 fully grown trees, 1434 gallons of water, 1 Million

BTUs of energy, 91 pounds of solid waste, and 318 pounds of greenhouse gases. Calculations based on research

by Environmental Defense Fund and other members of the Paper Task Force. www.newleafpaper.com

M525026

12-ct. Counter Displays   4.75”W x 9.25”H x 6.5”D

199789

UPC 0-51381-99789-2

CHILL PILL
Counter Display, 12-ct.

199788

UPC 0-51381-99788-5

FIRST RESPONSE
Counter Display, 12-ct.

199871

UPC 0-51381-99871-4

PILLOW POTION
Counter Display, 12-ct.
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